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Bill Summary:  This bill would tighten the requirements around the permissible use of 

the “chasing arrows” recycling symbol and when claims regarding recyclability can be 

made. It provides for the creation of a statewide list of the types and forms of plastic 
products and packaging that can be represented as recyclable. 

Fiscal Impact:   

 The Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) estimates 

ongoing costs of $1.7 million annually (special fund) to promulgate regulations, 
develop and update a list to determine the material types and forms that are deemed 

recyclable, and to determine if a product or packaging is of a material type and form 
that is recyclable if the product or packaging is manufactured 90 days or more after 
the date the list is published or updated. 

 To the extent that this bill results in improved quality of the plastic recycling stream 
or more robust markets for recycled plastic, unknown potential cost savings to the 

Beverage Container Recycling Fund (BCRF) due to lower program payments to 
subsidize plastic recyclers (see staff comments). 

Background:  It is often not clear to consumers what is and is not recyclable. 

Confusion is due to a variety of factors, such as variance by jurisdiction or even over 
time within the same jurisdiction on what can be recycled. The materials and types of 
products that waste haulers accept to recycle depend on available materials processing 

equipment, fluctuating recycling materials markets, and the cost effectiveness of 
collection, among other things. 

Container labeling also contributes to consumer confusion. For example, in California, 
rigid plastic bottles and containers are required to display a resin identification code 
(RIC) inside of a triangle or a chasing arrows symbol. Consumers often assume this 

code means a package is automatically recyclable, but that is not the case. According to 
CalRecycle, only plastics with the code #1 for polyethylene terephthalate (PET), used in 

water and soda bottles, and #2 high-density polyethylene (HDPE), used in milk jugs and 
shampoo bottles, are commonly recycled. The rest of the resin types #3-7 are generally 
not recycled. 

Other types of labeling can also mislead consumers into believing a product is 
recyclable when, in fact, it is not. A growing number of consumers are looking to buy 

environmentally friendly, “green” products, including products that can and will be fully 
recycled. Companies have responded with “green” marketing touting the environmental 
benefits of what they are selling. Deceptive, exaggerated, or misleading labeling on 

products to make them appear more eco-friendly is called “greenwashing.” 
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California’s Environmental Representations Law is one example of how the state is 
attempting to combat such practices. It requires strict supporting documentation and 

information, to be made publicly available, of any representations made in advertising or 
on labels or containers of consumer goods that the good is not harmful to, or is 
beneficial to, the environment through the use of specified terms, including 

“environmentally safe” or “green product.” The statute makes it unlawful for any person 
to make any untruthful, deceptive, or misleading environmental marketing claims, 

whether explicit or implied. (Bus. & Prof. Code § 17580.5(a).) Violations are a 
misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed six months, 
or by a fine not to exceed $2,500, or by both. (Bus. & Prof. Code § 17581.) Currently the 

law is tied to the uniform standards contained in the FTC’s “Green Guides.” 

Consumer confusion often results in non-recyclable containers and materials being 

placed in the household blue bin for collection. This creates a burden on waste haulers 
and materials recovery facilities (MRFs) who then have to collect, sort, and dispose of 
materials from blue bins that ultimately will not be recycled. Some materials can cause 

additional problems as well, like soft flexible plastic bags and films that can jam up 
sorting machines. Ultimately, contamination of the recycling stream with non-recyclable 

materials makes collection of recyclable materials much more difficult, less efficient, and 
more costly.  

The California Recycling Market Development Act (AB 1583, Eggman, Chapter 690, 

Statutes of 2019) required CalRecycle to convene a Statewide Commission on 
Recycling Markets and Curbside Recycling to issue policy recommendations for 

achieving specified market development and waste reduction goals. A preliminary policy 
report, published on January 1, 2021, included a recommendation very similar to this bill 
to ensure that “residential and commercial recycling collection programs only collect 

material that is capable of being recycled through the collection and processing 
process.”  

The Market for Recycled Plastic. California historically has exported about a third of its 
recycling, including about two-thirds of recycling in the blue bins, according to 
CalRecycle. Most went to China, but their “National Sword” policy significantly reduced 

the types of materials accepted for recycling from California after 2017. Recyclables that 
used to generate money now have no market. For example, in the first quarter of 2017, 

waste haulers could sell plastics made from resins #3-7 for $20 a ton. One year later, it 
would cost almost $11 per ton to get rid of, leading to most of the materials going to the 
landfill. What can and will be recycled will continue to change as other markets for 

recyclables are sought both in-state and abroad. 

The economics of collecting, sorting and reprocessing plastic products are also likely to 

worsen as expansion of plastic production lowers the cost of plastic resin made from 
virgin material. In 2020, virgin plastic prices fell by 14-43% depending on type, due to 
the drop in the price of crude oil.  

The Beverage Container Recycling Program (BCRP). The BCRP encourages the 
recycling of certain beverage containers in California. Administered by CalRecycle, the 

BCRP requires consumers to pay a deposit—the California Redemption Value, or 
“CRV”—for each eligible container purchased and then providing repayment of that 
deposit for each eligible container returned to a certified recycler. Any unclaimed CRV is 
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retained in the Beverage Container Recycling Fund (BCRF) and used for recycling-
related purposes as specified in statute. 

For many material types, the cost of recycling containers is greater than the value of the 
recycled material, which is referred to as the “scrap value.” This means that, absent 
some additional financial support, accepting these containers from consumers and 

recycling them would be unprofitable for recyclers and processors, and they would be 
unlikely to do so. In addition, recycling these containers has benefits that are not 

reflected in their scrap value, such as reduced litter, environmental benefits like reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions, and preservation of the resources used to make virgin 
materials. For these reasons, the state subsidizes recycling by making “processing 

payments” from the BCRF to recyclers and processors. Processing payments are 
intended to cover the difference between a container’s scrap value and the cost of 

recycling it (including a reasonable rate of return). Both the costs of recycling and the 
scrap value of beverage containers can fluctuate significantly based on changing 
market prices. As a result, processing payments vary over time. 

Proposed Law: This bill would: 

 
1. Extend the Environmental Representations Law to cover persons that represent 

a consumer good as not harmful to, or as beneficial to, the environment, through 
use of a chasing arrows symbol or by otherwise directing a consumer to recycle 
it.  

 
2. Define the “chasing arrows symbol” to mean an equilateral triangle, formed by 

three arrows curved at their midpoints, depicting a clockwise path, with a short 
gap separating the apex of each arrow from the base of the adjacent arrow; or 
variants likely to be interpreted by consumers as an implication of recyclability.  

 
3. Require such persons who use the term “recyclable,” use a chasing arrows 

symbol, or otherwise direct consumers to recycle a consumer good, to record 
whether the consumer good meets all of the criteria for statewide recyclability, 
pursuant to Section 42355.51 of the Public Resources Code (Section 42355.51).  

 
4. Prohibit a person from offering for sale, selling, distributing, or importing into 

California any product or packaging for which a deceptive or misleading claim 
about the recyclability of the product or packaging is made. 
 

5. Provide that a product or packaging that displays a chasing arrows symbol, a 
chasing arrows symbol surrounding a resin identification code, or any other 

symbol or statement indicating the product or packaging is recyclable, or 
directing the consumer to recycle the product or packaging, is deemed to be a 
deceptive or misleading claim unless CalRecycle has determined the product or 

packaging is of a material type and form that is determined to be recyclable. This 
applies to a product or packaging manufactured 90 days or more after the date 

the list of approved material types and forms is published or updated. 
 

6. Direct CalRecycle to promulgate regulations and develop a list to determine the 

material types and forms that are deemed recyclable, as specified. It further 
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provides producers a process to submit a plan for including a material type or 
form on the list.  

 
7. State findings and declarations that it is the public policy of the state that claims 

related to the recyclability of a plastic product be truthful in practice and accurate.  

 
8. Prohibit the required resin identification code from being placed inside a chasing 

arrows symbol, unless the product is deemed recyclable pursuant to Section 
42355.51. 

Related Legislation:   

AB 1201 (Ting, 2021) would prohibit a person from selling a plastic product labeled with 

the term “compostable,” “home compostable,” or “soil biodegradable” unless the product 
meets specified standards and satisfies specified criteria and would authorize 

CalRecycle to adopt regulations for plastic product labeling. SB 1201 is pending before 
the Assembly Natural Resources Committee. 
 

SB 54 (Allen, 2019) would have enacted the California Circular Economy and Plastic 
Pollution Reduction Act to achieve a 75% reduction in single-use packaging and priority 

single-use products, as defined, by 2032 by imposing a comprehensive regulatory 
scheme on producers, retailers, and wholesalers of single-use packaging and priority 
single-use products, to be administered by CalRecycle. SB 54 failed passage on the 

Assembly Floor. 

SB 567 (DeSaulnier, Chapter 594, Statutes of 2011) created the Plastic Products Law 

under the California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989, to prohibit a plastic 
product from being sold that is labeled “compostable,” “home compostable,” or “marine 
biodegradable” unless the plastic meets certain standards that is subject to CalRecycle 

requirements.   

AB 1049 (Koretz, 2005) would have required the California Integrated Waste 

Management Board to make available for licensure a voluntary California Curbside label 
for printing, molding, or embossing onto product packaging or other items that are 
accepted in a substantial majority of California curbside recycling programs. SB 1049 

died in the Assembly Appropriations Committee. 

Staff Comments: This bill would require CalRecycle, in creating the list of recyclable 

materials and forms, to consider what is regularly recycled to sufficiently maintain a 

market value. If a material’s market scrap value is less than the cost of collection and 
processing, waste collectors and processors send it to a landfill in order to avoid losing 
money. 

This bill would allow producers to appeal to have a material added to the list of 
recyclable products by submitting a plan to CalRecycle detailing how and by what date 

a product type and form will meet the criteria. This creates an incentive for producers to 
manufacture products that can be cost effective to recycle, and to develop new 
technologies and facilities for recycling more types of plastics. A more robust processing 

and manufacturing infrastructure domestically could help to reduce some of the volatility 
for California recyclables by providing a more stable market. 
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BCRF Processing Payments. The state subsidizes recycling of specified beverage 
containers by making “processing payments” from the BCRF to recyclers and 

processors. Processing payments are intended to cover the difference between a 
container’s scrap value and the cost of recycling it (including a reasonable rate of 
return). In 2020-21, the BCRF paid $175 million out in processing payments, including 

more than $90 million for plastics. 
 

This bill aims to reduce recycling costs, incentivize producers to manufacture easy-to-
recycle containers, and encourage the development of domestic recycling and 
processing infrastructure, especially for plastics. To the extent that the bill achieves 

these aims, it could significantly reduce processing payments from the BCRF. 

-- END -- 


